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Time as experienced Time as conceived by physics
Numerous past/ future asymmetries No intrinsic difference between past/ future
Change and movement are pervasive No change or movement
New facts constantly come into existence Parts of time exist eternally
The past is fixed, the future is open Relations between parts of time do not change

What features of our psychological experience lead us to describe time as flowing and the past as fixed and the 
future as open?

Interaction between  temporal perspectives: 
- outside perspective: a consciousness embedded in time
- embedded perspective: what things look like from a particular moment in time

§1 Components of temporal experience

Specious Present (SP): if we consider a particular temporal cross section of experience at a point t in time (call it
a t-section), the content carried by the t-section has temporal breadth. It spans a finite interval of time centered 
on t.

Episodic memory: what it was like to experience something

Autobiographical memory: memories concerning when I did what

→ memories accumulate over time

Sense of a fixed self: we think we have a fixed identity as time passes (as we move through time)

Expectations: e.g., predictions, hopes, fears, (etc.)

When we pull all of the pieces together, the schematic picture we get of the contents of an evolving 
consciousness is this. Experience is continuous, which means that we can consider the contents of any 
temporal cross section of experience at any moment in the conscious waking life of a cognitively normal 
human subject. If the subject is attending perceptually to the world, those contents will include a sensory field 
carrying a perceptual content spanning a finite interval centered on the present. And it will be embedded in a 
psychological context containing a backwards-looking self- image on one side and anticipatory 
representations of the future on the other. The backwards-looking self-image will be a collection of episodic 
memories woven into an autobiographical history, and the forward-looking representation of the future will 
be the mixture of predictions, hopes, fears, aspirations, and intentions I have called ‘expectation’. (472)
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§2 The embedded perspective

We encounter every perceptual experience from a different temporal perspective
→ our memories (and expectations) at the relevant moment in time make a difference to the quality of our 
experience. 

“The sort of system that keeps an evolving record of its past and forms 
expectations for the future encounters every note as a partial revelation of an 
extended structure that will be eventually apprehended in its entirety. It 
encounters each note essentially as part of a melody in progress, a partially 
recollected and partly anticipated whole.” (474) 

Some experiences have enormous complexity because they are shaped by a very complex, remembered 
history (e.g., lamenting that a relationship did not work out). 

At any moment in time, we find ourselves in a space between what we already know and what we expect to 
still be revealed.
→ idea that we are moving away from the past toward the future (remembered past vs. to-be-revealed 
future)
→ this direction of movement is invisible to creatures who are either omniscient or have no sense of past 
and future

§3 Time and the Self

Cartesian view of the self = the self is a metaphysically robust entity that persists through time

Skepticism about the self = the idea of a self that stays the same through the changes is an illusion

Narrative view of the self = the self gets constituted through the construction of a narrative

§4 Metaphysics

Physics and experience represent (space-)time differently
→ physics provides an invariant representation (map analogy)
→ experience provides a perspectival representation (visual field analogy)

Opens up a way of resolving the conflict between time as described by physics and time as experienced:
→ many feature of our temporal experience are not part of our environment but due to our own 
psychological complexity
→ psychological explanation of elements of time that are not part of the physical representation of time
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